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Abstract: This chapter considers what policy advisers and practitio-
ners arguably need from researchers, and what they can reasonably
expect. It goes on to discuss the implications of these needs and expec-
tations for the methodologies used in research. But we begin with
some definitions — what we mean by policy adviser, practitioner and
researcher in this context, and why they need definition.

DEFINING TERMS

It may seem odd to begin a chapter with the definition of such ba-
sic terms as policy adviser, practitioner and researcher, but there are
some specific characteristics of these individuals that are central to
their expectations and their capabilities and it is, therefore, worth
spelling these out. This is particularly true in the context of crime
prevention, where the assumptions and beliefs of the general public
form the backdrop against which policy makers and practitioners
operate (Tilley and Laycock, 2000). They would not be performing
their jobs properly if they were to ignore the public view. The same is
far less true of the researcher, who, in theory at least, should be try-
ing to acquire knowledge independently of the public's views.

So let us begin with the "policy adviser." In the United Kingdom
we are talking about senior civil servants, in the United States of
America, political advisers at federal, state or even local levels whose
responsibility it is to advise the governors and legislators about crime
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and its control. They are one step removed from politicians but are
nevertheless aware of the political pressures operating at that level
and, therefore, well advised to attend to the expectations and beliefs
of the public. In making sensible recommendations about crime pre-
vention many will be conscious of the long held public view that the
police, acting through the criminal justice system, can and should be
expected to reduce crime. And some will share that view. It is an ap-
proach that generally leads to an expansion of the enforcement model
— it fuels cries for more police officers on the streets, and for tougher
and longer sentences. It does not point, naturally, to the notion that
environmental measures play a major part in generating criminal or
disorderly behavior. So any advice reinforcing, for example, the role
of opportunity in crime control (Felson and Clarke, 1998), has to
overcome these beliefs as a first step. This message has the added
disadvantage that it is not cost-neutral to the recipients. The mem-
bers of the public, and a wide range of agencies in commerce and
industry, have to take some responsibility for crime control — they
actually have to do something rather than sit back and expect the
police and others to protect them (Laycock, 1996). This is not an easy
message politically. It involves, at least partially, handing crime con-
trol back to the people from the State, with the accompanying re-
sponsibility (Christie, 1977).

The practitioner can be characterized as an individual who is ex-
pected to deliver the policies "on the streets." In the case of crime
prevention, this is often the police, although, depending on the scope
of the crime prevention effort, it might also include the other statu-
tory or voluntary partners with whom they are now beginning to work
(Crime and Disorder Act, U.K., 1998). They, quite literally, come face
to face with the beliefs and expectations of the public in a way in
which the more remote policy advisers do not. For the purposes of
discussion in this chapter, we are restricting the definition to statu-
tory police agencies — those whom the general public see as central
to the delivery of safe and crime-free communities, although the ex-
tent to which these expectations can be met by the police alone has
been challenged in official U.K. publications for about two decades
and the idea that the police need to work in partnership is also cen-
tral to the current "community policing" approach in the U.S.

Finally, the researchers — how are they to be described? There is
a sense in which a wide range of activities can legitimately be called
research. The work of a detective, for example, might be so con-
strued. He or she will go through a systematic process of gathering
evidence and apply various rules of logic or systematic review to try
to achieve a satisfactory solution to a case. And a wide range of dis-
ciplines might claim to carry out research in the normal course of
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their work — the journalist, historian, or scientist — all use system-
atic processes, with claims to objectivity and the application of sci-
entific method. In this chapter we are taking a fairly narrow defini-
tion. The researchers as discussed here will draw on the social sci-
ences, will use some sort of data analysis, quantitative or qualitative,
in the course of their investigations, and, importantly, will formulate
and test hypotheses about crime and its prevention. They will be fa-
miliar with the research literature, or know how to access it. They
will also draw on the various theories of human behavior from psy-
chology, sociology or the behavioral sciences more generally in their
efforts to describe, understand or test the crime prevention programs
with which they may be associated. They will not, therefore, only be
concerned with producing descriptive statistics, or even the evalua-
tion of programs, unless there is a clear statement of the process or
mechanism through which those programs might be operating. To do
otherwise risks producing barren reports which tell the knowledge-
able adviser or experienced practitioner what they already knew. The
challenge to the research community is to tell the world something
new and take the field forward, rather than looking back, as so often
happens (Christie, 1997).

WHAT DO POLICY ADVISERS AND PRACTITIONERS
NEED FROM RESEARCH?

Bearing in mind where these people are coming from, as they say,
what might their needs be? Some suggestions are listed below under
the separate headings of policy makers and practitioners, and the
section concludes with a brief discussion of some of the constraints
on the researcher in being able to meet the demands.

Policy Advisers

The world in which the policy adviser works is a fast changing and
demanding one. This is a common feature of the scene in both the
U.S.A. and the U.K., although there are some major differences be-
tween these two jurisdictions — in the U.S.A. senior policy advisers
are often appointed by politicians and may, for example, have an im-
plicit remit to support the politicians' re-election or at least to toe the
party line. The advisers are, therefore, not only sensitive to whether
the messages from research fit with the public's expectations, but
they are also expected to address the extent to which research re-
sults are compatible with the political complexion of their patrons. In
the U.K. the position is somewhat different. Although there are politi-
cally appointed advisers in all government departments, and they
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have grown in number over recent years, they are still vastly out-
numbered by the permanent senior civil service whose advice is ex-
pected to be politically impartial and factually based.

In both the U.S.A. and the U.K. recent administrations have be-
gun to look for "what works" as a means of improving efficiency and
reducing costs. This interest has been something of a two-edged
sword. On the positive side, it has led to substantially increased de-
mand for research, with the associated funding and implication that
policy might finally be influenced by it (U.K. Home Office, 1999; U.S.
National Institute of Justice, 1997). More unhelpfully, it has also ex-
posed the amount of money that has already been spent on research,
and the relatively little by way of firm evidence on effectiveness that it
has produced (Sherman et al., 1997; Goldblatt and Lewis, 1998).

In both jurisdictions, however, it is probably fair to say that the
advisers are looking for "good news," i.e., the policies that were effec-
tive — in the crime prevention world, this means that crime went
down, the public was less fearful, everyone was happy. So the first
somewhat cynical requirement from research is that it produces what
the politicians want to hear. And it needs to do so quickly. There is
an impatience about the process of government that leaves research
at the starting block. While the average university professor is begin-
ning to contemplate the enormity of the research exercise facing him
or her, the politician is expecting an answer, and an unequivocal one
at that. Conclusions that "more research is needed" receive a very
bad press.

Despite their wish for good news, and the rush to announce new
initiatives, the policy adviser in this new and developing outcome-
focused world will increasingly need to have confidence in the con-
clusions of the research exercise, particularly if large sums of public
money are at risk of commitment to new programs. In the "old days"
it mattered less if decisions were made on the basis of political expe-
diency rather than efficacy, but now, with the public, the media and
others watching the public sector equivalent of the "bottom line,"
confidence in research conclusions matters. And an additional di-
mension has been added with the interest in reducing the cost of
central government activity — not only do policy advisers want to
know what works, they want to know at what cost. Cost-effectiveness
is increasingly being built into the evaluation plans for new studies
(Dhiri and Brand, 1999; Colledge et al., 1999).

Next is the delicate matter of money. There is a tendency for policy
advisers in central government to see themselves as the custodians of
public money — and he who pays the piper expects to call the tune.
In the U.S.A. the process is more directly dependent on the views of
Congress, where research money is voted for specific purposes, with
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at present a relatively small amount for discretionary use. The degree
of flexibility within the discretionary allocation varies, but the head of
the federal government's criminal justice research agency in the
United States is a presidential appointee, and is expected to take the
government's priorities, and view of the world, into account when
setting the agenda.

In the U.K. the position is again rather different. Here the money
voted by Parliament for centrally funded criminological research has
generally been for the support of the criminal justice policy process.
The policy advisers were, therefore, seen as the customers for the
work (although ministerial approval was generally expected) and felt
that they should have the major say in research expenditure (Cornish
and Clarke, 1987). More recently the picture has changed somewhat,
with the "legitimate user" being expanded from the policy advisers to
include the practitioners, and with more weight being given to the
experience of the government researchers and their views, in setting
the research agenda. The relationship is now better characterized as
a set of partnerships between policy, practice and research (Laycock,
2001). Whatever the subtleties of the developing relationship between
researcher and policy advisers, the policy advisers feel they have a
significant role to play on both sides of the Atlantic — and that they
should not, therefore, be ignored in determining the research agenda.
While this partnership approach dilutes the political influence over
the research agenda, in reality it does not remove it. Political ideology
at least maintains a "filtering" role (Doherty, 2000) over what re-
search is done, how it is presented publicly, and what influence it
may have over future policy direction.

Finally, and in some ways this ought not to need saying, policy
advisers need to be able to understand the results of a research proj-
ect. Research papers that are written in obscure technical language,
permeable to the chosen few, and covering reams of paper, are less
likely to influence policy than a concise, crisp few pages which sum-
marize the important points and spell out the implications for policy.
Some researchers are distinctly uncomfortable with this scenario,
particularly the idea that they should perhaps go somewhat beyond
their data in spelling out the policy implications of what they have
done.

The requirements of the researcher from the policy adviser can
therefore be summarized as:

• Good news;

• Confidence in the results;

• Costs included in evaluations;
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• A feeling of involvement in the agenda setting process;

• Timely production of results;

• The identification of "what works";

• Good communication skills; and

• A willingness to take risks in making inferences from their
data.

Practitioners

The world is changing rapidly for criminal justice practitioners. It
is no longer good enough to point to a list of outputs from the field —
more tickets issued, more arrests made, more neighbourhood/block
watch groups or partnerships established. The pressure is on for the
delivery of outcomes. There are a variety of ways in which this is
manifesting itself. In the U.K., for example, the Crime and Disorder
Act requires the police and local government to work together and
produce a strategic plan for the reduction of crime and disorder.
There is an increasing expectation that this will be related to hard
targets for reduction. Indeed the Government has set itself a target of
reducing vehicle crime by 30% over five years.

In parallel, still in the U.K., a new regime of "best value" has been
introduced under which police forces are expected to examine their
policies and procedures on a regular cycle and demonstrate that they
are achieving value for money. This does not mean going for the
cheapest option necessarily, but going for the most cost effective
(Leigh et al., 1999).

In the U.S.A., one of the more tangible manifestations of this move
toward an outcome focus is through the Compstat process first used
in the New York City Police Department and now being replicated in
a number of police agencies across the country. Compstat is no more
than a management tool forcing the attention of precinct command-
ers to the crime and disorder statistics in their area. Typically there
will be a map of the precinct with the recent crime and disorder inci-
dents displayed. The commander will be expected to give an account
of what he or she intends to do about the offending pattern. How will
it be reduced?

In both the U.S.A. and the U.K., there is also a significant move
toward problem-oriented policing (Goldstein, 1979, 1990) — the po-
lice are expected to solve problems rather than to react continually to
them. Again there is an expectation that what might have been a re-
curring problem will be addressed in such a way as to reduce the
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rate at which the incidents occur, or to eliminate them — a focus on
outcome rather than output.

One collective consequence of all these developments is the in-
creasing pressure on practitioners to implement cost-effective tactics
to reduce crime. There is, therefore, a need for the practitioners to
know what works, where, and at what cost. They are looking to the
research community to provide some answers.

In this respect the picture has changed dramatically over the last
five or so years. In the past, the researchers and practitioners could
operate in independent universes for all practical purposes. The re-
searchers could carry out their research on the police and report the
results in their academic journals. The police could complain about
the unfairness of the results and the frequent negative findings —
nothing works — and ignore the outcome. This is clearly a caricature
of the situation, but it is not that far off. If we calculate the amount
of money spent on police-related research in the U.S.A. over just the
past decade, and then look at how much it has impacted operational
policing, then we might wonder where the money went. Although
some commentators argue that the influence has been subtle but
important, on, for example, police responsiveness and accountability
(Bayley, 1998), the view taken in this chapter is that at best it pro-
vides poor value for money — if, that is, changing the way the police
do business was the intention of the research, and it often was not.

Like the policy makers, the practitioner should be involved in the
agenda setting process. Although they do not have resources to
spend on research to the same significant extent, a great deal of re-
search time can be saved if practitioners are involved in the process
of agreeing to the research program from the beginning. Research
hypotheses can be generated on the basis of their experience for ex-
ample. In addition, because of their proximity to "the streets," they
are often the first to become aware of a rising crime problem, which
in the normal course of events might take months or even years to
permeate the policy consciousness. An ability to pick up these
emerging problems early would be one advantage of involving practi-
tioners in determining the research program. Not only could the
emerging problem be quantified and described, but a timely re-
search-based response could nip it in the bud.

Many practitioners also appreciate some research support in
tackling problems unique to them. They are on the receiving end of
policy decisions, and are often ill advised on how, for example, the
decisions might best be implemented and what others are doing to
deliver the latest proposals in a cost-effective and timely manner.
They need to know not only what works, but where and why. Neigh-
borhood or block watch is a good example of an initiative that is
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highly sensitive to the context within which it is introduced in what it
can deliver (Laycock and Tilley, 1993). Practitioners need to be aware
of these subtleties.

Perhaps most importantly, what practitioners need to understand
is why an initiative may or may not have worked. Knowing this will
help them, and their research colleagues, in deciding where and how
to replicate the initiative (Tilley, 1993), and ultimately to "main-
stream" it. At some point the research process needs to lead to the
articulation of the "mechanism" (Pawson and Tilley, 1997a) through
which the initiative is presumed to be effective. This amounts to
saying what the hypothesis is that might lead to a reduction in crime.
In the U.S. literature this is called the "logic model" or "program the-
ory" (Weiss, 1998a).

Like policy advisers, practitioners also need to be able to under-
stand the results of the research process. Results need to be pre-
sented in plain English, with the practical implications of projects
written clearly. Busy practitioners do not have the time, nor in many
cases the interest to immerse themselves in the details of research. A
different product is required which meets the needs of the practitio-
ner audience.

Finally, and perhaps a relatively trivial point, practitioners appre-
ciate (even if they do not "need") feedback when they have given their
time, resources or effort to support a research exercise in their
agency. Too often there are complaints that researchers come and go
— collecting data, issuing questionnaires or generally making de-
mands, without providing any feedback on the final results of the
exercise.

To summarize the requirements of the practitioner, they need:
• To know what works, where and why;

• Help in replicating "what works" — understanding contexts
and mechanisms;

• Help in generating testable hypotheses;

• Timely research;

• Involvement in setting the agenda;

• Reports and recommendations in plain English;

• To know of current good practice; and

• Feedback on the results of research in which they have par-
ticipated.

None of the requirements outlined above are in any way illegiti-
mate or unfair. They simply reflect the realities of life. If research is
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to be of use to policy advisers and practitioners then it needs to be
attentive to the needs of these communities.

Constraints on the Researcher

If these expectations of research are fair and reasonable, why have
they not been met as extensively as they might? There are a number
of possible reasons, largely stemming from the way in which research
is organized and funded both at national level (where decisions about
expenditure are made and where the focus is on project manage-
ment) and within the university or consultancy sector (where the
bulk of the research is carried out). There are also reasons related to
the way in which researchers in social science have typically been
trained. Perhaps the primary reason, however, is simply that gov-
ernment-funded research was no more clearly outcome-focused than
the processes and procedures that were the subject of that research.
And there was no requirement that it should be.

The bulk of the research expenditure resulted in published arti-
cles, academic books, briefing notes, conference papers — all output
measures, not outcomes. Indeed, outcome measures for research are
particularly difficult to develop (Weiss, 1998b), not least because few
research exercises have been designed explicitly to influence practice.
Researchers, like policy advisers and practitioners, have been work-
ing to their own agenda. In their world, they are rewarded for articles
published in refereed journals, for the number of citations they
amass, and for attracting research grants. They are concerned with
tenure policies and, at a professional level, are rightly expected to
attend to the quality and professionalism of their work. There are no
brownie points for sticking the academic neck out and speculating
beyond the collected data set about the implications for either policy
or practice of the research exercise on which they may have been en-
gaged. And some might say quite right too.

Researchers are also wary of being seen to be "too close" to either
the policy adviser or the practitioner. On the policy side they may be
vulnerable to pressure to come up with a good news story, which
supports the party line. On the practitioner side they may be influ-
enced by personalities, be caught up in the detail of the local initia-
tive or, for other reasons, simply find themselves investing personally
in the outcome of the study and produce bias in their results as a
consequence.

All of these issues and concerns affect the way in which research-
ers carry out their tasks, including their choice of methodology. The
remainder of this chapter will discuss some of the methodological
implications of what might be called a "new agenda" (Kennedy, 1999)
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for researchers. This new agenda will need to meet researchers'
needs, but also those of their "partners." It will not consider some of
the other issues, which are equally relevant to the implementation of
research results, such as the commissioning process and the pres-
entation and dissemination of results.

IMPLICATIONS FOR METHODOLOGY

By way of a reminder, we are looking at methodologies relevant to
determining what works (for the policy advisers) as well as where and
why (a major concern of the practitioner). These methodologies need
to be acceptable ethically and politically — by which we mean that
there is no sense in suggesting a randomized control trial on the de-
terrent effect of removing body parts of convicted offenders, no matter
how effective or even cost-effective such a process might be felt to be.

Practitioners want to feel part of the research process rather than
the remote subjects of it. They want to be included, not excluded,
and they want their views and experience taken into account. They
do not want to be told, at the end of a two-year evaluation, that there
was an implementation failure from day one — but nobody told them.
And the policy advisers do not want any surprising bad news — if
things are going badly then the sooner they hear about it the better
— and in any event they do not want to read about the bad news (or
even the good) in their morning paper.

Policy advisers, in particular, are concerned to know as quickly as
possible whether or not an intervention is proving effective. This is
because they are often under pressure to "mainstream" the initiative
almost as soon as the pilot site has been announced. This expecta-
tion needs to be "managed." Interim results might be helpful, for ex-
ample, or at least some early lessons on implementation.

Against this background, the remainder of this chapter first con-
siders "experimental methods" (randomized controlled trials and
quasi-experimental designs), which have been described as setting
the gold standard for evaluation. It then goes on to consider some
alternatives to experimental methods, which, it is argued, better meet
the needs of the time.

Experimental Methods

Experimental methods have an impressive pedigree. The ad-
vancement of knowledge in the field of medicine, for example, owes
much to designs of this type, where the question is the extent to
which particular medical treatments may or may not "work." As
such, these designs are obvious candidates for transfer into other
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areas of social policy where similar "what works?" questions are be-
ing asked. The medical experience is often seen as setting the stan-
dard to which other social policy research exercises might aspire.
There are, though, some major differences between the way in which
medical issues can be addressed and the problems faced in other
social policy areas. In medicine, the treatments themselves have, tra-
ditionally, been fairly readily defined in most cases — dosages can be
prescribed, for instance, so as to make "implementation failure" un-
likely. Also, although the picture is now becoming more complex,
there is generally a relatively clear outcome — the patients' condi-
tions improved or they did not (defined as mortality, morbidity, qual-
ity of life and/or patient satisfaction). In addition, the unit of analysis
is typically an individual, and it is feasible to allocate individuals to
treatment, control or placebo groups on a random basis. The sample
sizes can be manipulated to reflect the expected effect, with large
samples being used, for example, where treatment effects are ex-
pected to be marginal. It is also feasible to carry out more than one
such randomized controlled trial (RCT) in any given research field.
Furthermore, there is a reasonable degree of certainty that sufficient
numbers of patients will follow the treatment regime to make the tri-
als viable.

Furthermore, it is sensible to test the hypothesis that treatment
X, a particular dosage of medication, will be to some degree effective
across all patients. While there is assumed to be individual variation
in the appropriateness of the treatment, the assumption is that it will
be more effective than not on aggregate. In other words, there will be
a relatively small number of patients for whom it may be marginally
less effective, but they will be sufficiently small in number not to af-
fect disproportionately the outcome when compared with the un-
treated control group. Where the delivery of the treatment is heavily
dependent upon the skills of an individual — in surgery, or psycho-
therapy, for example — the experimental procedure may need to be
more complex, and larger samples may be required, if the effects of
the different individual styles are to be controlled for.

It is probably also fair to say that in many if not most of the early
clinical trials, researchers were comfortable with the notion that the
mechanism through which the treatment was expected to exert its
effect was unknown, and it was not necessary that it should be
known in order for the experiment to be carried out "successfully."
So, for example, the efficacy of penicillin could be tested using ran-
domized controlled trials without any real understanding of how it
was delivering its effect. As knowledge develops in relation to such
mechanisms, it becomes possible to test efficacy in a more sensitive
manner: hypothesizing, for example, that the effects may be greater
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for some sub-sets of the population than for others. And since sam-
ples can be relatively large, it is also possible to test for interaction
effects in the course of a standard experimental trial.

Whilst RCTs might, to varying degrees, be an appropriate research
model in the medical arena and in some other areas of public policy,
there are some major differences in the crime prevention/policing
fields, which raise serious doubts about their usefulness there. First,
the unit of analysis is often not an individual; it may be a store,
community, housing area or parking lot. Random allocation of a suf-
ficiently large sample of stores, communities etc. to a treatment and
control group is, generally, quite impractical.

Secondly, RCTs are "black box" experiments where the mecha-
nism through which the effect is taking place is not necessarily
known. So even if we were able to allocate randomly a large sample of
communities to treatment and control groups, such allocation would
not necessarily provide any information on why the initiative may
have been successful. The outcome of the experiment is, therefore,
along the lines that treatment X may have worked, but we do not
know how or why. A conclusion of this kind is not what is required at
this stage in the development of knowledge about policing and crime
prevention.

Thirdly, RCTs assume that there is relatively little risk of imple-
mentation failure, or if it does happen it is in sufficiently small a pro-
portion of the experimental population as to be irrelevant. In policing
and crime prevention at the community level, implementation failure
is a significant possibility, and major efforts have to be made to en-
sure against it (Laycock and Tilley, 1995).

Finally, in RCTs the experimental treatment has to be maintained
throughout the experiment, as originally intended; learning from ex-
perience, or making ongoing improvements or adjustments is not
permitted. While these assumptions and constraints are plausible in
the medical field, with sufficiently large samples, they are not tenable
in communities where there is far less control. Crime moves, evolves
and develops with the opportunity structures offered by the immedi-
ate situation within which the potential offender finds him or herself,
and which are beyond experimental control. For all these reasons,
then, true experimental designs of the kind ideally deployed in the
medical field are generally neither practical nor desirable in the real
world of policing. There are far too many variables to even pretend
that they can be controlled.
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Quasi-experimental Designs

Quasi-experimental designs, employing experimental and control
neighborhoods, and where there is no attempt at random allocation,
are a rather different matter, although even here the reality neces-
sarily falls somewhat short of the ideal. These designs require a con-
trol area, and possibly a displacement area, with which to compare
crime rates in the experimental area where the innovation under in-
vestigation is taking place. The control area is meant to be compara-
ble to the experimental area in social composition etc., but is ex-
pected to remain free of any innovation or other attempts to affect the
dependent variable (the crime rate). The displacement area, usually
adjacent to the experimental zone, is meant to test for the possibility
that instead of reducing crime, the experimental effect was merely to
relocate it (Barr and Pease, 1990). Crime figures over a reasonably
long period are collected before and after the experimental interven-
tion in all three areas.

There are some conceptual difficulties with such an approach.
First, it is assumed that nothing other than the experimental treat-
ment will affect the dependent variable in the experimental area, and
nothing at all will happen in the control or displacement areas that
might affect the dependent variable — or that if anything does affect
the dependent variable it does so in all three areas (experimental,
control and displacement) in equal measure. This is an almost im-
possible condition to guarantee in most real world experiments in
communities where there are all sorts of changes and dynamics op-
erating.

It also assumes that the crime rates in all three areas — experi-
mental, control and displacement — are reasonably stable over time.
Too much random fluctuation, or "noise" would make any empirical
investigation questionable. In reality, the relatively small areas that
are usually subject to experimental investigation are susceptible to
random fluctuation, and are very difficult to control in the sense of
ensuring that no other relevant activity is spontaneously occurring at
the same time as the experimental investigation. Thus, it is not that
unusual to find that crime has been reduced more in the so-called
"control" area, for reasons that may well be beyond the experimenter
to explain. And, as with true experimental designs, the experimental
treatment has to be maintained in its original form throughout the
exercise and not modified in the light of experience.

To make matters worse, the notion of "diffusion of benefits" has
been developed in recent years (Clarke and Weisburd, 1994). Instead
of crime moving from the experimental area to the adjacent "dis-
placement" area, the benefits of the experimental intervention may
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spread into the displacement area and reduce crime there too. It is
possible to offer some plausible speculations as to why this may
happen, but the fact that it is a possibility produces problems for
quasi-experimental designs.

Finally, the kinds of interventions which practitioners are now
claiming might be effective in reducing crime or in improving policing
are often multi-faceted. They suggest that a package of interventions
is required in order to turn around disadvantaged communities. Ap-
proaches of this kind are particularly difficult to evaluate no matter
what the approach, since it is not possible to determine which, if any,
of the experimental interventions produced the observed changes;
but they are certainly not susceptible to evaluation using quasi-
experimental designs.

The criticisms of experimental and quasi-experimental designs
have not, so far, been directly related to the extent to which they can
provide the kind of information that is required by policy advisers
and practitioners. They fail on a number of criteria in this area also.
These designs are expensive and time consuming, but they are also
unrealistic in expecting the control and displacement areas to remain
intervention-free, and in expecting practitioners to ignore the incom-
ing feedback — which may suggest the need for changes to the proj-
ect — as an intervention begins to take effect. Finally, by their very
nature they are not able to explain why an initiative might be work-
ing or what the context sensitive dimensions of it might be. All these
issues go some way toward explaining the relative rarity of such ex-
perimental projects in the criminal justice field, and their inappropri-
ateness.

This is a fairly depressing picture for those aspiring to evidence-
based policy and practice. The picture is not, however, as gloomy as
it may appear. Over the past few years a number of alternative ap-
proaches have been developed in other disciplines which are trans-
ferable to policing, and new approaches have also been tried within
the criminal justice field itself, as discussed below.

Alternative Approaches

There is a huge range of alternatives to experimental methods. It
is beyond the scope of this paper to go into the detail of how each of
these might be used to develop and evaluate programs and projects;
there are, however, three techniques, which seem particularly well
suited to the kinds of evaluations now required. They have certain
features in common, and after a brief description of each approach,
their common features are discussed.
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Theory of Change Approach
This approach has a fairly long history; indeed it could be de-

scribed as experimental psychology. In recent years it has taken on a
new label and has been adopted beyond psychology as an approach
to evaluation more widely. A complex discussion of "theory-driven
evaluations" is provided by Chen (1990), which draws on earlier work
by Chen and Rossi (1987) and which has much in common with the
theory-of-change approach more simply described by Weiss (1972,
1998a) and later by Fulbright-Anderson et al. (1998).

The impetus for the present incarnation of this approach derives
from the need to evaluate comprehensive community initiatives
(CCIs), which the traditional experimental approaches are ill designed
to do (Kubish et al., 1995). CCIs are difficult to evaluate because they
are complex, they are trying to solve a number of possibly related
problems at once; they are flexible and evolve as the problems them-
selves change, and there are no control groups with which they can
be sensibly compared.

In order for these complex interventions to be evaluated, the pro-
gram manager or sponsor has to be specific about how and why the
program, in its various aspects, might work (Weiss, 1995). The
evaluator, with help from the program staff, has to be able to articu-
late the theories, assumptions and sub-assumptions that might be
built into the program. It is these that form the hypothesis or set of
hypotheses, which the evaluation will go on to test. Some of these
theories can be complicated and inter-related, making firm conclu-
sions and generalization difficult. In some cases, the practitioner may
not be clear about how or why the program is expected to work, and
they may need help in working through the possible alternatives.
They may just know it is the right approach and resent the analytic
approach taken by evaluators in pressing them to work through the
underlying theories. There may also be some disagreement among
practitioners or between them and the program sponsors. Finally,
there is a possibility that being explicit about just how something
might have an effect may be politically problematic. For instance, the
mechanism may be interpreted as divisive of the community, or may
appear to favor one sub-group over another. Whilst such possibilities
can be glossed over when the program assumptions are not brought
out, it is much more difficult to do this when they are on the table for
all, including the media, to see.

If, on the basis of a number of specific theories, a program ap-
pears to have worked, how far can we generalize to other communi-
ties in what might be quite different areas? The fact that the theory
has been set out is helpful in answering this question, and the extent
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to which it is capable of generalization depends upon the theory it-
self. If, for example, it relates to some very specific attribute of the
particular community, or to the skills or inter-personal relationships
of central players, then the scope for generalization may be less. If
the initiative is to be shown to be more generally applicable then it
will be on the basis of its replication in other areas. In order for repli-
cation to occur, the theory has to be clearly stated. Replications are
notoriously susceptible to replicating the wrong thing (Tilley, 1993).

Let us take a specific example from the U.S. literature. Weiss
(1998a) describes the program theory behind the proposal that
higher teacher pay may increase student achievement. There are a
number of possibilities why this may work, as set out in Figure 1.

To quote Weiss (1998a:57) directly:

program theory, ....refers to the mechanisms that mediate be-
tween the delivery (and receipt) of the program and the emer-
gence of the outcomes of interest. The operative mechanism of
change isn't the program activities per se but the response that
the activities generate (original emphasis).

Her decision to emphasize the word "mechanisms" is significant,
as we move on to look at scientific realism.

Scientific Realism

Pawson and Tilley have fully described scientific realism in their
book Realistic Evaluation (1997a). It makes use of four concepts —
embeddedness, mechanisms, contexts and outcomes. "Embedded-
ness" refers to the wider social system within which all human action
takes place. Much of it is taken for granted — it is implicit. As an ex-
ample, they give "the act of signing a check is accepted routinely as
payment, only because we take for granted its place within the social
organization known as the banking system. If we think of this in
causal language, it means that causal powers do not reside in par-
ticular objects (checks) or individuals (cashiers), but in the social re-
lations and organizational structures they form" (Pawson and Tilley,
1997b:406). This notion is important to the understanding of pre-
cisely what a "program" comprises. It is not, simply, a target hard-
ening initiative or a block watch program: "a program is its person-
nel, its place, its past and its prospects."

When turning to how a program might exert its effect, Pawson and
Tilley use the notion of "mechanisms." It is directly analogous to the
notion of program theory as described by Weiss and others. De-
scribing the mechanism means going inside the black box. As Paw-
son and Tilley say, we can never understand how a clock works by
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looking at its hands and face, rather we need to go inside the works.
It is through the process of understanding, or hypothesizing about
mechanisms, that we move from evaluating whether a program works
or not, to understanding what it is about a program that makes it
work.

But whether it "works" or not will also depend on the "context"
within which it is introduced. Solutions to crime problems are often
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context-dependent. What might work in one place could be disas-
trous or prohibitively expensive in another.

As an example, let us look more closely at block watch. If block
watch were to reduce crime, how would it do so? What is the
"mechanism"? And how is it related to the context within which it
may be introduced? The bottom line seems to be that residents agree
to "watch out" in their neighbourhood, and call the police if they see
anything unusual, particularly an offence in progress. Another way
in which it may work would be, through the window decals, to alert
would-be offenders to the fact that they are entering an areas where
residents care about their neighborhood (whether they do or not) —
so offenders better look out! There may, of course, be other reasons
for block watch, with other mechanisms coming into play — perhaps
it is going to improve police/public relations for example, but that
would be a different outcome measure. Let us stick with crime re-
duction for now.

So we have two hypothesized "mechanisms," and both may be
correct and contribute to any observed effect. We also have to ask
ourselves to what extent the mechanisms behind block watch may be
operating anyway, whether or not we introduce the scheme in a par-
ticular area. For example, in low crime middle class areas if residents
see a crime in progress they already call the police. So what would we
be testing? — perhaps the marginal effect of the window decals and
street signs. In this case, we are saying that the mechanism is con-
text-dependent.

So the evaluation of block watch has now become quite complex.
We may need a high crime area, where residents would not normally
call the police, and we may need to do some very specific things to
make sure the residents feel comfortable with doing that — providing
telephones for example, and some degree of protection against bul-
lying or threats. We also need to take note of the fact that in areas of
this kind it is probably the neighbors who are burgling each other, so
looking out for strangers may not be so important as providing a so-
cially acceptable and safe way for residents to call the police. We may
also need a low crime area where we are fairly confident that resi-
dents do call the police, but we are interested in the effect on bur-
glary of street signs and window stickers — i.e., publicizing the fact
to the would-be offender that the neighborhood is cohesive and
working against crime. And we may be interested in the effect of
publicity alone in high crime areas, regardless of whether the com-
munity members sign up to block watch. By setting up a set of inter-
related projects, each with a specified mechanism in different con-
texts, we can begin to see how a body of knowledge can be built up.
The picture is set out in Table 1.
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The mechanism, then, is hypothesized to have a particular effect,
in a given context, which will lead to an observed "outcome," in our
current discussion, a reduction in crime. This can be summarized as
Outcome = mechanism + context, or in prose:

The basic task of social enquiry is to explain interesting, puz-
zling, socially significant outcomes (O). Explanation takes the
form of positing some underlying mechanism (M) that gener-
ates the regularity and thus consists of propositions about how
the interplay between structure and agency has constituted
the outcome. Within realistic investigation there is also investi-
gation of how the workings of such mechanisms are contingent
and conditional, and thus only fired in particular local, histori-
cal, or institutional contexts (Pawson and Tilley, 1997b:412).

By operating in this way, and being prepared to replicate our re-
sults in other areas, a body of knowledge can be built up which en-
ables the better understanding of the various methods of crime con-
trol.

Rival Explanations

Yin presents his ideas for "Rival Explanations" as a methodology
for evaluating complex community-based programs (Yin, 1999,
2000), although they are equally appropriate for testing more modest
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community or policing initiatives. Yin describes the features of CCIs
as typically involving:

• Systemic change (e.g., in the norms, infrastructure or service
delivery of an agency or set of agencies), not just change in in-
dividual behavior;

• Multi-faceted intervention, not just a single variable;

• Unlikely to be standard across sites;

• Multiple, not single outcomes of interest; and

• Idiosyncrasies of communities reduce validity of defining
"comparison" sites.

Yin's argument is that a complex set of activities is introduced
into a community; there is a desire to attribute subsequent change to
those activities (i.e., to say that they caused them); the threat to this
attribution is that some other event or set of events may have been
the cause; therefore, let us test plausible rival hypotheses or expla-
nations for the observed changes and see if we can eliminate them.
He likens this approach to that or the journalist, detective, forensic
scientist or astronomer.

Yin notes that traditional experimental designs try to rule out rival
explanations through randomization or the use of control groups,
without specifying what the rival explanations might be. Although
Yin's rival explanations methods rule out only those rivals that are
named and tested for, the process is more transparent. His main ar-
gument, however, is that this approach has greater applicability in
that it can address more complicated social change, including CCIs.

The steps are fairly straightforward: define the problem; hypothe-
size about the main effect and any other possible reasons which may
explain any observed change (the rival hypotheses); collect evidence,
and assess the evidence in support of the main and rival hypotheses.
Yin lists a number of possible rival explanations, which may apply in
a fairly wide range of community-based evaluations. These are:

• Direct rivals in practice or policy — another intervention
which was introduced at the same time caused the change;

• Commingled rival — another intervention contributed to the
change;

• Implementation rival — the initiative was not implemented
properly and could not have caused the change;

• Rival theory — the change was caused by the intervention but
for other theoretical reasons than those hypothesized;
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• Super rival — some new innovation, but external to the proj-
ect and applying more generally caused the change; and

• Societal rival — things are changing anyway.

All these various options may need to be considered in any given
evaluation, and the program evaluator can never, in theory, rule out
every alternative potential cause of change. But by making the alter-
natives explicit, and collecting data relevant to testing them, the pro-
cess becomes transparent and challengeable as a result.

Commonalities and Differences

There are some common features to these approaches, which
make them attractive. First they unpack the "black box." They re-
quire a statement of the causal mechanism between what is being
done and what is expected to change. Weiss and her colleagues call
this "program theory," Pawson and Tilley call it "mechanisms," and
Yin calls it an "explanation." It is one of the most important im-
provements on the traditional experimental methods approach, and
is essential if we are ever to build up a body of knowledge about what
works, where and why. It also has other advantages. If, for example,
the causal chain is long, or tenuous, then this might cast doubt on
the likelihood of the intervention generating a measurable effect, or
may lead policy advisers to question its cost-effectiveness.

"Program theory" and "rival explanations" approaches have rela-
tively little to say directly about "context," which is given considerable
weight in the discussion of "scientific realism." This concept is im-
portant in surfacing the relationship between what is being done in a
program, which may cause the hypothesized effect, and the circum-
stances or social context within which it is being done. These rela-
tionships take on an increased significance when the question of
generalizability is raised. It then becomes important to know the ex-
tent to which the particular characteristics of the project site were
essential to the salience of the mechanism, in order to replicate the
results. And this issue becomes even more relevant with the in-
creasing interest of policy advisers in cost-benefit or cost-
effectiveness analysis.

To take the Perry Preschool Program (Barnett, 1996) as a concrete
example, this involved exposing a group of youngsters at high risk of
school failure, involvement in crime and delinquency and so on, in a
high quality intensive preschool support program, which included
their parents and teachers. The project was highly successful in
achieving a number of aims, including less involvement in delin-
quency, better school performance and reduced teenage pregnancy.
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The cost-benefit ratio is quoted as 1:7 — for every dollar spent, seven
dollars were saved. So does that mean that the Perry Preschool Pro-
gram should be implemented nationwide? Would the same benefits
accrue? The answer is no. The Perry Preschool Program was intro-
duced in a high crime disadvantaged area of Chicago. The context
was right for such a program and the potential payoff was high. In-
troducing a similar scheme in Bethesda, or Hampstead, both upper
middle class areas where the involvement of young people in crime is
already low, and teenage pregnancies are not a major social concern,
would not be cost-effective. There would be too many false positives
in the population — children who were not going to get into trouble
whether they were in the (expensive) program or not. Looking at the
mechanism through which the Perry Preschool Program was sup-
posed to be effective, and realizing that in many other contexts those
mechanisms, or better, are already in place, leads to the realization
that mechanisms and context are inter-related.

The rival-explanations approach stands out from program theory
and scientific realism in offering an alternative to the "control group"
used in traditional experimental paradigms. The program theorists
note that it is almost impossible to find a control community with
which to compare the CCIs, but they do not say how they cope with
the criticism that any observed changes in their program area could
have been caused by something that was operating outside the pro-
gram, perhaps in the whole city or state within which the community
was located. Yin's approach to this is highly pragmatic. To take a
straightforward example from policing, let us assume that we intro-
duce a crime reduction project in a public housing complex, and we
subsequently find a reduction in crime. Was the reduction due to our
intervention? Following Yin, we may then look at crime rates in the
whole police precinct, or the neighboring areas, to test the rival hy-
pothesis that crime was reducing generally, and for other reasons
than our intervention. We would not, in this case, characterize the
precinct or neighboring areas as control areas with the implication
that they are somehow comparable.

In various combinations, these three approaches constitute a vi-
able alternative to the experimental methods traditionally adopted by
social science researchers. The extent to which they, and some of the
other approaches discussed, meet some of the criteria relevant to de-
livering what is required of social science research methods is sum-
marized in Table 2 below.

Table 2 requires some explanation. Working across the categories
at the top of the table — "Theory-based' means that the evaluative
approach requires the description of a theory or mechanism through
which change will be achieved. Program theory and scientific realist
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approaches clearly state the mechanism, but experimental designs
do not.

The production of "timely results" clearly depends upon the scale
of the evaluation. Data can only be collected as fast as they become
available. If a program requires the determination of reconviction
rates following release from prison, for example, then there may be a
built in delay of some years. RCTs are classified as lacking timeliness
because the emphasis on the sampling frame, and getting that right,
can lead to long delays in establishing the project.

The extent to which project evaluations are "real-world sensitive"
is an assessment of the extent to which they may make unreasonable
or simply undeliverable demands on the practitioners or policy advis-
ers with an interest. For example, the requirements for random allo-
cation can sometimes be quite unacceptable politically, and the need
for a program to be "set in concrete" and not to change, develop or
evolve in the interests of the evaluators, is in many cases impractical
and unrealistic. Experimental methods come out badly here.

The "user-friendliness" of an approach does, to some extent, de-
pend on how the results are written up and presented to policy ad-
visers and practitioners. The experimental methods are at greatest
risk of being less well understood by non-specialists, since they can
often involve fairly sophisticated sampling strategies or statistical
analyses.

"Internal validity" relates to the extent to which any changes in the
dependent variable — i.e., the thing the program is intended to
change (in our case the rate of crime or disorder) — can be unambi-
guously attributed to the program or project activity. It is here that
the experimental designs come to the fore. They are specifically in-
tended to cope with threats to internal validity. Program theory and
scientific realist approaches are acceptable, if combined with the rival
hypotheses approach.

"External validity" is an assessment of the extent to which the
evaluation findings can be generalized to other places, times or
populations. Most approaches do not do too well on this criterion,
which serves to illustrate the importance of replication as a means of
establishing principles of effectiveness, and of teasing out the rela-
tionship between contexts and populations.

Table 2 covers a selection of the kinds of criteria that practitioners
or policy advisers might be interested in when considering the vari-
ous types of evaluation, but it does not cover all of their interests, nor
does it work systematically through their "needs" more generally, as
were discussed above.
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Some of the approaches suggested in the table are already oper-
ating or are being developed. They are not solely related to the meth-
odology of choice, but where they are relevant to methodology, they
are not necessarily compatible with the tradition of experimental de-
sign.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has argued that the research community has not
served the advancement of evidence-based policy and practice for a
number of reasons. It has also argued that the current interest in
evidence means that the situation has got to change. Not only will
the policy advisers and practitioners need to pay more attention to
research, but the researchers will need to be more sensitive to the
needs of these two groups, who are increasingly being conceptualized
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as partners rather than "experimental subjects" in the case of practi-
tioners, or "disinterested funders" in the case of policy advisers.

The kinds of approaches advocated here as more methodologically
appropriate pay greater attention to the realities of community crime
control. They are not necessarily cheaper, because of the need for
replication, but they should lead to a body of knowledge in which we
can have greater confidence. They are also addressing the right
questions — what works where and how? There are, however, some
caveats to the enthusiastic adoption of a closer working relationship
between policy advisers and practitioners, which need to be noted.
First, attention needs to be paid to the testing of rival hypotheses.
The difficulty of identifying control groups for many of the commu-
nity-based interventions, which are increasingly being proposed as
offering the best hope of longer-term crime control, are particularly
difficult to evaluate, but this should not rule out the testing of at
least the most obvious rival hypotheses.

Secondly there are a number of issues, which can loosely be re-
lated to "integrity," which also demand attention. One set of problems
can arise if researchers are close to policy advisers, and a related but
different set can arise from closer working with practitioners.

It would, of course, be a mistake to assume that researchers us-
ing experimental designs are invulnerable to pressure, and that they
somehow hold the ethical high ground. There are numerous cases
where results have been manipulated and scientific processes ig-
nored during randomized controlled trials — held out as the gold
standard in experimental design. Scientists, including "pure" scien-
tists, are as vulnerable to pressures as the next person; what differs
is the source of the pressure. In academia, for example, there is pres-
sure to publish research in journals, and this leads to a reinforce-
ment of critical, generally negative findings, and a fiercely competitive
context within which research is being carried out; the prize goes to
the first in print.

There are essentially two dimensions in this debate: ethics, or in-
tegrity and the extent to which researchers and practitioners are
working together. Ideally these two dimensions would be orthogonal,
but we have no evidence that they are. But neither do we have any
evidence of a necessarily high positive correlation, as is implicitly as-
sumed by those who criticise close collaborations of researchers with
policy advisers or practitioners.

It is, nevertheless, probably true that proximity to policy advisers
risks exposure to pressure to come up with good news, fast. And the
notion that researchers might also offer opinions, as is suggested in
the last row of Table 3, invites them to go beyond their data. If they
were to do this, then they would need to be very clear on the bound-
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ary between fact and opinion, both in their own minds and in their
communication with their partners.

Working closer with practitioners risks emotional involvement in
the results of the research exercise. Sympathy toward hard working
and committed colleagues, who are trying their best in difficult cir-
cumstances, risks researchers putting a positive spin on the results
which is not justified by the data (see Stake, 1997, for an example).

Some options for handling these difficulties have been suggested
by Weisburd (1994), whose starting assumption is that the research-
ers will not pull any punches in their evaluations. He sees the key
issue as how best to manage the role tensions that inevitably exist
between the practitioners and researchers. Weisburd recommends:
carefully mapping out the research design from the outset, with the
practitioners fully involved; clear statements made (and agreed)
about how emerging information will be handled as the evaluation
progresses; a clear definition of what constitutes "success" and how
that will be measured; and agreement on how the results will be dis-
seminated and how (if at all) program reports might differ from re-
search reports. This is good advice. The process of working effectively
with practitioners (and policy advisers) is as much about managing
their expectations as anything else. If they believe that the research-
ers are there simply to rubber stamp the project efficacy, then they
are operating under an illusion and it is important to make the terms
of engagement clear. An evaluation is an attempt at an objective as-
sessment of a program or project. Unfortunately this is not always as
clear as it might be. As Sherman (2000) remarked at an NIJ seminar:
"If you put forward a hypothesis you are presumed to support it."
And therein lies the problem.

If, however, we start with the proposition that the researchers are
vulnerable to being "soft" on the practitioners — as Scriven (1997),
for example, tends to assume — then a rather different set of options
emerges. First, the outcome measure needs to be valid, reliable and
independent of the evaluators. If the outcome measure is crime-
related, for example, then short of actually fiddling the figures, there
should be less of a problem than if the study is reporting on a proc-
ess, or using some other measure, which is dependent upon inter-
pretation. So that is a first step in the corrective direction — choose
outcome measures that are valid, reliable and open to independent
scrutiny.

The same potential difficulties arise for researchers working close
to policy advisers, where there are similar pressures to "prove" that
the latest policy initiative works well. Campbell, in his seminal paper
"Reforms as Experiments" (1969:409-410), discusses the relationship
between the researcher and political expectations of the research:
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... specific reforms are advocated as though they were certain to
be successful. For this reason knowing outcomes has immedi-
ate political implications.... If the political and administrative
system has committed itself to the correctness and efficacy of
its reforms, it cannot tolerate learning of failure [original em-
phasis].

In this new, outcome-focused world the policy advisers are in a
major bind. On the one hand they still want the "good news" story —
the confirmation that the already announced new initiative works —
but they also want a valid assessment of the value of the program:
Did it "work"? Campbell offers a way out of this bind in his 1969 pa-
per, which is as relevant today as it was then, but only marginally
more likely to happen. He suggests that we need a shift in political
posture away from the advocacy of a specific reform and toward the
advocacy of the seriousness of the problem:

The political stance would become: This is a serious problem.
We proposed to initiate Policy A on an experimental basis. If
after five years there has been no significant improvement, we
will shift to Policy B [1969:410].

Unfortunately, Campbell seems to ignore the probability that poli-
ticians do not normally work to five-year time frames. If Policy A is
really going to take five years to test, then by the time the results ar-
rive there could well be a quite different administration in place, or at
least different individuals, with their own prejudices and concerns.
The answer, as with the practitioner, is to be clear at the outset that
the results will be what they are, and they may or may not confirm
the program as a complete or partial success. If the political position
is that regardless of the evaluation results the program will be ex-
panded and declared a winner, then the best advice to the politician
is to save the money and not bother with the evaluation in the first
place.

Perhaps the most direct and important means of guarding against
threats to objectivity is through transparency — the results should
be published unless pre-publication peer review suggests that there
are methodological flaws which cannot be corrected. The availability
of a report on a study should be a requirement regardless of the
methodology used, but is less likely to happen if the study is carried
out by a consultancy company, not-for-profit organization or profes-
sional evaluator with no personal or professional investment in pub-
lication. Academics, on the other hand, have a vested interest in en-
suring publication. Sufficient detail to enable replication is also im-
portant. Publication and scrutiny of results by the academic commu-
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nity and by the critical and independent media should help to offset
any tendencies toward partiality, exaggeration or significant depar-
tures from the "truth."

One final, perhaps overly defensive point: This chapter is not
saying there is no place for experimental methods in crime preven-
tion or policing research. But it is stressing the need better to under-
stand the methodological choices and to make these choices on the
basis of a thorough understanding of the research questions being
addressed, and the policy and practice context within which they are
being made. The "gold standard" should not be any particular meth-
odology, but a process of informed decision making through which
the appropriate methodology is chosen.
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